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Two Centuries of Innovation
What was happening in the world when CO  started going up again?

1600s and earlier
Before the 1700s, people mostly used trees to build homes and provide heat and fuel for
everyday life, like cooking. But people used coal for this purpose, too. There is evidence that
coal was used in China 3,000 years ago, by Romans in Europe 2,000 years ago, and by the
Hopi tribe in North America 1,000 years ago. By the late 1600s, wood from forests was used
up in many places, and people started to use coal as a major energy source.

1700s
In the 1700s, the world’s energy use began to drastically change. Coal is a hard black rock
formed from the leftover carbon from ancient trees and animals that have been buried in the
ground for millions of years. It is known as a “fossil fuel” because it is the remains of ancient
living things that can be used as a fuel for heat and light. Early on, coal could be easily
extracted from the ground in shallow mines.

In 1712, in England, Thomas Newcomen invented an engine that could run off of steam
produced by burning coal and heating water. In the late 1700s, an improved version of the
steam engine was patented by James Watts. When burned, coal gives off heat, but also gases
(including CO ).

1800s
The steam engine began to transform the world. It powered ships, railroads, and factories.
The use of the steam engine began in England but quickly spread to the rest of Europe and
North America in the early 1800s. Coal continued to be the main fuel source for these
engines for most of the 1800s. Coal also became the main fuel to produce electricity to
homes.

Oil and natural gas were also used in the mid-1800s to make kerosene for lamps. Eventually,
oil was refined into gasoline, too. Oil and natural gas come from the same source as coal—the
remains of living things that died and were buried for millions of years.

1900s
In the early 1900s, cars were produced on large scales. In 1900, there were only about 8,000
cars in the US. By 1920, there were millions of cars on the road! Cars were quickly adopted in
the US because of the ease and speed of traveling long distances. Initial car designs ran on
steam and electricity, but, eventually, gasoline became the most used fuel. Today there are
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about 275 million cars in the US alone, and almost all use gasoline. Since 1950, oil and natural
gas have been the energy sources for powering transportation, heating homes, and producing
electricity.
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